
Test 1 will be Thursday, Feb. 20, in class. It will be closed book and notes, except for one 8.5" x

11" sheet of paper (front and back) with notes.  Review topics for Test 1 are:

Chapter 1.

� Basic structure and hardware components of a computer

� Hardware components: Input devices, CPU, Main memory, Output devices, Secondary

storage

� Software:  system software, and application software

� Programming Languages:  High-level language, Assembly Language, and Machine Language

� Compiling process

� Programming language elements:  key words, programmer-defined identifiers, operators,

punctuation, syntax

� Programming process:  specification, design, coding, correct syntax errors, test program,

correct logic errors

Chapter 2.

� Parts of C++ Program:  comments, preprocessor directives, namespaces, main funciton, set

braces, cout, string literal, return

� cout object:  insertion operator, escape sequences, endl, 

� #include directive

� Variables and literals

� identifiers - rules

� Data types:  integers (binary), characters (ASCII), floating-point, bool;  the sizeof operator

� Variable assignment and initialization

� Scope

� Arithmetic Operators (+, -, *, /, %) 

� Comments

� Programming style

Chapter 3.

� cin object:  extraction operator, reading strings

� Mathematical expressions:  operator precedence, associativity

� Type conversion: 

� overflow and underflow

� type casting

� named constants:  definition and usage

� multiple assignment and combined assignment

�  Formatting output:  iomanip manipulators (setw, setprecision, fixed, showpoint, left, right)

� Formatted input:  setw, cin.getline, cin.get, cin.ignore

� Mathematical library functions:  pow, sqrt, etc.; random numbers functions:  rand, srand, time

� Debugging: hand tracing, step in Debugger

� File input and output:  fstream, ifstream, and ofstream objects and methods:  open, close



Chapter 4.

� Boolean expression, relational operators, logical operators, flags (bool or int variables) 

� if statement - syntax, flowchart

� if/else statement

� nested if statements

� if/else if statement

� Menus

� Validating user input

� local/block scope of variables

� comparing strings:  strcmp function

� switch statement

� testing for file open errors

Chapter 5.

� increment and decrement operators

� while loop:  syntax, input validation loop, condition-controlled loop, sentinel value

� counters

� do-while loop syntax, menu usage

� for loop:  syntax, counter-controlled loop  

� Keeping a running total

� Using a loop to read data from a file

� Nested loops

� break and continue statements


